
‘‘The entry into 

the Upgrade 

world of 

Brembo’’

Reliable on the road, superior on the track

The products of the Brembo Sport range are ideal for enthusiasts who use their vehicles for both normal road 

use and more performance-oriented driving.



Brembo Sport EVO 500++, the ideal brake fluid for all conditions, suitable for 

everything from daily driving to intermediate track use.

It is a reliable high quality fluid that improves pedal feel and guarantees 

consistent braking performance without the frequent inspection intervals of a 

specific racing brake fluid.
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The discs of the Brembo Sport range are ideal for enthusiasts who use their vehicles for both normal road use and more performance-oriented 

driving.

With their advanced characteristics, these discs combine the durability of the best street discs with superior performance suitable for moderate 

track use.

The new T3 groove pattern improves the initial bite and guarantees a constant regeneration of the pad friction layer, while the Brembo logo 

displays the original source of the disc. 



From Racing to Road

The new Sport T3 discs are the perfect product to enter the upgrade world 

of Brembo. 

The unique T3 slots are another exclusive Brembo feature that improve 

braking consistency by dissipating the heat generated and gas released as 

the pads come into contact with the discs, keeping the pad surface both cool 

and clean.

Extensively used in professional motorsports, the T3 slot pattern offers a 

high initial response with excellent release characteristics, boosting the 

braking performance and giving an aggressive look on the car. The Brembo 

logo on the braking surface adds the exclusivity and distinctiveness that 

your car deserves.

The Sport T3 discs are plug-and-play as they are direct replacements for 

the OE discs. 

Brembo symbol

Type-3 racing derived 

slot pattern

Silver colour

coating

Improved heat 

dissipation capability



The HP2000 brake pads guarantee consistent braking performance even under extreme conditions. With 

excellent cold performance & bite, high resistance to fade, friction stability throughout all operating conditions 

and low dust levels, the all-new HP2000 friction material offers significant advantages over its rivals.

Designed to be a direct replacement for the Original Equipment (OE) pads.

The HP3 are the new copper free brake pads designed to respect the new standard for global sustainability. 
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